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Someone's knockin' at door,
someone's ringin' the bell

Hoop Eagles fight their way
past The Citadel, 81-73

Opus does 'em a favor and lets 'em in ± 0u)tand

See Sports, page 7
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NEWS BRIEFS

Three men being held in connection with car-jacking incident

Weekend robbery at the Foy
building leaves police clueless

Police still looking for facts in the investigation of last Wednesday's shooting of a GSU student near Oxford Hall

G-A Staff Reports

Two computers, a scanner
and a printer were stolen from
Foy Fine Arts Building over
the weekend, accordingto GSU
Captain Buddy Peaster.
This incident reportedly occurred sometime between Friday night and Saturday morning.
At this time, GSU police do
not know the value of equipment taken, and they do not
have any leads in the case.
Peaster stated, however,
that there were no signs of
forced entry.
Educators disagree on
significance of Groundhog Day
RENO, Nev. (AP) - Two educators at the University of
Nevada, Reno, differ sharply
on the importance of
Punxsutawney Phil's annual
Groundhog Day appearance in
Pennsylvania on Tuesday.
"Winter weary Americans
turn to Phil like the ancient
Greeks turned to the oracle at
Delphi - we feel a need to peer
into the future," said Lorena
Stookey, a lecturer in the English Department.
But John James, an associate professor of geography and
the Nevada state climatologist, apparently isn't much of a
romantic.
"No self-respecting professional would put any stock in
whether or not a groundhog
sees his shadow," he said.
Phil's promoters contend
that if he sees his shadow on
Tuesday, six more weeks of
winter will follow.
Ms. Stookey, who teaches
mythology and legend, said
ancient Roman priests
watched animals to foretell the
future, while today's society
relies on technology.
James will take his chances
with research.
"Groundhogs can't take into
account phenomena like the
Mount Pinatubo eruption or
global warming and analyze
their effects on the weather,"
he said.
'That rodent Phil is just a
moneymaking gimmick for
people in Punxsutawney, Pa."
$250 Million TV rights pact for
Atlanta Games finalized
ATLANTA (AP) - A $250
million deal for the European
Broadcast Union to televise the
1996 Summer Olympics has
been finalized, the Atlanta
Committee for the Olympic
Games said last Monday.
'This contract signifies the
strong global interest in the
Centennial Games and provides a solid basis for negotiations with other potential
rights holders," said ACOG
President Billy Payne.
The Geneva, Switzerlandbased European Broadcast
Union, which represents public service broadcasters
throughout Europe, has held
European broadcast rights for
every Olympics since 1960. The
EBU paid $90 million for rights
to the 1992 Summer Games in
Barcelona.
Under the deal for 1996,
ACOG will receive $160 million plus $5 million in technical services from EBU. The
balance of the proceeds go to
the International Olympic
Committee.
Television rights are the biggest single source of revenue
for the Olympic Games.

By Enoch W. Autry
Assistant News Editor

Three suspects are being held
in the Statesboro city jail in connection with the shooting of a
GSU student which occurred at
College Vue Apartments last
Tuesday night, according to
Statesboro Police Chief Richard
Malone.
Malone stated that three black
males drove into the parking lot
of the apartment complex at approximately 7:30 p.m. in a blue
Camaro. One of the suspects exited the automobile, armed with a

pistol.
The gunman then approached
a couple who were getting out of
their red 1992 Ford Mustang,
and shot the owner of the vehicle in the left upper leg, Malone
stated.
The victim has been identified as Roger Cowart, a GSU
senior. The other occupant of
the Mustang, Candace Sterley,
was not injured.
Currently, the incident is
listed as a motor vehicle theft
and an aggravated assault.
"[The investigation teams] are
still out gathering information,"

Malone said, "when they return
with their information, we may
have additional charges."
One of the suspects was apprehended in the city, while the
other two suspects were picked
up outside of Statesboro, Malone
stated.
He added that the three men
were from Georgia, but they were
neither GSU students nor Statesboro residents.
The chief would "not confirm
nor deny" that illegal substances
were also involved in the case.
According to Cowart's roommate, Robbie Hooks, informa-

tion from a scanner and on-site
police indicated that at least
one of the suspects was on parole for possession of drugs. He
also overheard that the gunman was about 25 years old.
Hooks stated the gunman's
bullet went all the way through
Cowart's leg and could be seen
sticking out the bottom.
Tonya Moore, public relations assistant at Bulloch Memorial Hospital, said that
Cowart spent the night on the
med-surgical floor of the hospital following the incident.
Moore added that the victim

was not admitted as a patient
because he stayed less than 24
hours.
According to Hooks, neighbor
Trey Coursers uncle is a GBI
officer who lives in Burke County.
While listeningto apolice scanner, the uncle heard the names of
the suspects announced and
thought that one of them sounded
familiar.
The GBI officer then went over
to the house of this suspect's girlfriend and found the Mustang
covered up on her property, Hooks
added.

Case solved:

The question divides a state:

Custodian
confesses
to theft of
$3,500

Is Georgia's state flag a symbol of
Southern pride or a remnant of racism?

By Enoch W. Autry
Assistant News Editor

A confession from a custodian
may put an end to the question of'
the missing $3500 and VCR from
the Communication Arts Department. ■
According to GSU Captain
Buddy Peaster, suspect Gary
Kaspar who worked in custodial
operations reportedly confessed
to taking both items and then
leaving for the West Coast.
The VCR was retrieved from
the suspect's girlfriend, but according to Kaspar the money was
been spent on a camera, a freezer
and other items, Peaster said.
Peaster mentioned that from
Nov. 14 through Jan. 14 while
Kaspar was employed by GSU.
Professor Dando Kluever reported the money missing on Jan.
7, and Department Head David
Addington reported the VCR
missing on Jan. 13.
After talking to faculty, staff
and students the GSU Public
Safety was able to narrow down
the suspects and end with Kaspar,
Peaster said.
"Now the task is trying to get
him back to GSU," added Peaster.

By Ann Jarvis
Staff Writer

GSU students voiced their
opinions last week about the
controversy over the changing of the Georgia State Flag.
Governor Zell Miller made
a proposal to replace the current flag, adopted in 1956, to
the post-Reconstruction banner adopted in 1879.
, Miller said the Rebel symbol of the Confederate flag is a
reminder of "days that should
not be revered as one of the
high points in the history of
this state."
The apparent issue that
groups and citizens are debating over has to do with what
the Rebel symbol means to
them. Some argue that the
Confederate Battle Flagis racist while others feel it is a part
of the Southern heritage.
Members of the Students
for African American Empowerment (SAAE) showed their
opposition to the Confederate
symbol by burning the flag on
the steps of the state Capitol.
"We're going to send
Georgia's racist past up in
flames," says Lawrence
Jeffries, an SAAE member.
'Today we fight fire with fire.
Burn, baby, burn!"
SAAE believes that the flag
that flew in the Confederate

War stood for white dominance
and slavery, and still flies for
white dominance and slavery.
Among the groups opposing
the current flag are some Metro
Atlanta business leaders. They
feel the symbol in the state flag
is bad for business because it
portrays a racist Georgia. Some
also feel the Confederate symbol will not be easily explained
to those who will come for the
1994 Super Bowl or the 1996
Olympics.
Those who defend the Georgia flag are convinced the Confederate Flag is a precious artifact of Southern history and
"an honor to the Confederacy

Georgia Lieutenant Governor
Pierre Howard spent Friday afternoon at GSU addressingvarious topics including the educational standing of the state.
At an Eggs and Issues luncheon held by the Chamber of
Commerce in the Southern Center for Continuing Education,
Howard stated that the "main
springboard to success in the
future is education."
He said that Georgia has one
of the highest student dropout
rates in the country at 35 to 40
percent.
'We all know that we are failing our children in terms of preparing them for the future,"
Howard stated. "I think we have
got to make up our minds that
we are going to do whatever is
necessary to move Georgia for-

ward in education.
"One of the ways we can do
it the fastest is by getting technology into the classroom."
Howard emphasized the importance of classroom technology by using Mississippi as an
example.
"The state ofMississippi has
already put computers in every first grade classroom in
the state," Howard explained.
"I will tell you that Mississippi
is on the move and Georgia is
no longer just competing with
that state."
As the children of Bulloch
County sit in their classrooms
their competitors are sitting
in classrooms in Japan, Europe and all of the world,
Howard said.
The Lt. Governor also stated
that the availability of classroom computers in the state

should be honored as a tradition."
Most students who wanted
to keep the flag showed concern
about the Southern legacy and
heritage. Those students who
wanted the change gave strong
opinions about racism.
"The flag should be changed
because it's racist," a juniorjournalism major stated.
"At least it's not a whole Confederate flag," a senior education major explained. "It also
has the Georgia Seal."
The final decision has not
been made, however, Governor
Miller has stated, "Aflagshould
unify instead ofpolarize people."

Conversion to semester
system would be costly

Howard discusses the state
of education at GSU Friday
By Kim St. Hilaire and
Enoch W. Autry

that was born out of courage,
pride and individualism", according to June 1992 Atlanta
Constitution articles.
The Committee To Save
Our State Flag was formed to
express pride in Southern
heritage. Many members say
they have no association with
bigots or hate groups. They
represent "Southern pride, not
Southern prejudice."
Georgia Southern students
had their own opinions about
the Georgia flag.
'The flag should not be
changed," a senior public relations major said, "It's part
of the Southern heritage and

Commission looking into affects of conversion
By Erin Klevens
Staff Writer

Pierre Howard
declines as one travels further
away from Atlanta.
"I am working right now
with IBM on a program where
they have offered to donate
the hardware (for computers),
and I am trying to raise the
money for the software in the
business community," Howard
See Howard, page 10

The University System of Georgia has established a system wide
commission to determine the effects of a conversion to the semester
system.
Three committees have evolved from this board: the academic
affairs committee, the student affairs committee and the business
and finance committee.
Dr. Armstrong, a member of the business and finance affairs
committee, is responsible for reviewing and determining the cost of
the change here at GSU.
'The conversion would be extremely expensive," Armstrong
stated.
Under the quarter system, students take three classes, each
worth five credit hours. Under the semester system, however,
students would take five classes, each worth three credit hours.
"One of the things that I did not anticipate was the fact that our
faculty are already teaching more classes than is the norm throughout the University System," Armstrong said.
The extra classes generated by creating a bigger course load
would have to be taught by someone.
'Would you add that to the present faculty load or hire additional
faculty?" he asked.
See Semester, page 10
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
•Miscellany, GSU's magazine of the arts, is now accepting submissions in a broad
range of categories including:
photography, ceramics, poetry,
short fiction, foreign language
literature, painting, theatrical
vignettes, critical essays,
drawing, musical score,
etching, expository essays, and
sculpture.
The deadline for submissions is March 5, 1993. Call
681-0565 for more information.
• Ogeechee, GSU's journal of
poetry, is accepting submissions from GSU students, faculty, alumni, and area residents. Please submit no more
than four poems. Deadline for
submissions is April 10, 1993.
Call 681-1900 for more information.
• Nominations are being accepted through Feb. 12 for
Constructive Leadership
Unselfish Service Awards.

Any member of the faculty,
staff or student body may nominate students for this award
on the basis of a minimum
GPA of 2.5, notable service and
leadership on campus or at the
state, regional or national
level.

Tuesday, February 2
•GSU Health Services is
sponsoring a nutrition program. This event will be held
every Tuesday and Thursday
throughout the quarter from 4
p.m. to 5 p.m. in Johnson Hall.
• The Fallen Idol is playing
in the Union Theater at 5 p.m.
and 7 p.m.
•A Faculty Recital is being
held at 8 p.m. in the Foy
Recital Hall featuring William
Schmid on trumpet and
Michael Braz on piano.
•Dr. Patricia A. Gowaty is
presenting a lecture entitled
"Genetic Paternity and Male

Parental Care in Eastern
Bluebirds" at noon.
•The Botanical Garden is
sponsoring a program entitled
"Care and Planting of Home
Fruit Orchards" from 7 p.m. to
8:30 p.m.
• Comedian Tommy Blaze is
performing in the Union
Ballroom at 8 p.m.

Thursday, February 4
•The Sociological Society
meets at 4:30 p.m. in room 273
of the Union.
•Party down in PJ's at the
Disco - Pajama Jam at 7 p.m.
in the Union Ballroom.

Friday, Februarys
•BeBe's Kids is playing in
the Union Theater at 7 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m.

Saturday, February 6
•BeBe's Kids is playing in
the Union Theater at 7 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m.

Monday, February 8
•The Blenders will be performing an acapella concert at
the Union Commons Stage
from noon to 2 p.m.
•As part of a Performing
Arts Series, Saturday Brass
will perform at 8 p.m. in Foy.
•An exhibit by artist David
MacDonald opens in Foy
Gallery 303 at 10 a.m. The
exhibit is entitled "Ceremonial
Images."
•A ceramic workshop is being held in Foy room 418 from
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Tuesday, February 9
•The music department is
holding a Visiting Artists
Series.
"Singing Musical
Theatre:
Technique and
Interpretation," featuring
Gayle Seaton. This event is
being held at 7:30 p.m. in Foy
Recital Hall.

•Dr. Daniel B. Good is presenting a lecture entitled
"Conservation
and
Management of Tanzanian
Game Parks: A Wildlife Safari
Across Africa" at noon in room '
218 of the Biology Building.

PUTYOUR
VALUABLES
IN A
SAFE PLACE.

Wednesday, February 10
•A recital featuring soprano
Gayle Seaton is being held at 1
p.m. in Foy Recital Hall.
•Jay Burdett, GSU's environmental safety officer, will
provide an overview of employee hazardous chemical
protection and the Right-toKnow Act. This will be held in
Union room 243 from 10 a.m.
to 10:45 a.m.

Helmets make riding more comfortable and fun. Not to mention safer.
Protect
protect your most vaiuaDie
valuable s. o

January 29,1993
•Bobby Wayne Cox, 18, of
Rt. 5, Hazelhurst, was charged
with driving under the influence.

January 25,1993
•Brent Russell Eslinger, 22,
of Bermuda Run Apartments,
was charged with theft of lost
or mislaid property.
•A resident of Cone Hall reported she had received harassing phone calls.
•Nickolaus E. Hogan reported someone had broken a
passenger window of her 1986
Jeep Cherokee in the Newton
commuter parking lot.
•Martha C. Reeves and
Michael W. Backus were involved in an accident in the
Hanner staff parking lot.

January 24,1993

•Joey McGovern, 19, of
Hendricks Hall, was charged
with driving under the influence.
•Michael Alex Brock, 21, of
Moultrie, was charged with
driving under the influence
(2nd offense).

January 23,1993
•Christopher
David
Vanover, 22, of College Vue
Apartments, was charged with
possession of marijuana and
pedestrian under the influence.
• Shannon Lytell Findley, of
Metter, was charged with habitual violator, driving under
the influence, giving a false
name to an officer and making
an improper left turn.
•Christopher Wayne Riley,
23,
Arlington, Va., was
charged with aggravated assault foij, a Nov. 20, 1992 incident.

January 29,1993

•Jonathan Lee Balletin, 20,
of Douglasville, was charged
with driving under the influence and making an improper
left turn.

•Julie Lynn McRoberts, 19,
was arrested and charged with
speeding and driving under the
influence.

•Carroll R. Steele reported
a Schwinn bicycle missing
from Sanford Hall.
•Jonathan M. Sauls reported a Huffy bicycle missing
from the MPP building.
•Shannon D. Abbott reported someone hit her vehicle
in the Olliff Hall parking lot
and left the scene, id gi
•Tiffany M. Cunningham
and John J. Crawford were involved in an accident in the
University Union parking lot.
•Harbison Pool and Jerrell
Parrish were involved in an accident in the Newton staff
parking lot.

January 28,1993
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Thursday, February 11
•A blood drive, sponsored by
Delta Tau Delta and residence
life, is being held from 1 p.m.
to 6 p.m. at the Williams
Center.

Discriminating
University

January 22,1993

Statesboro Police Department

*

asset. Always wear a helmet. Vff/
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATIONS

POLICE BEAT
GSU Division of Public Safety
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•Thomas Frederick Miller,
24, of Dalton, was arrested and
charged with speeding and
driving under the influence.
• Norma Woods, manager of
Bermuda Run apartments,
filed a complaint of damage to
property. Someone fired a shot
striking an apartment heat
pump causing an estimated
damage of $250.

January 27,1993
•William Casey Duggan, 22,
of Forsyth, was arrested and
charged with improper lane
usage and driving under the
influence.
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Ever Get A Pal
Smashed?

taste, confidence and that
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Beginning February 1, 1993 Parking and
Transportation will begin placing Registration
Holds on students with unpaid parking tickets.
If you have outstanding parking tickets please
take care of them before you try to register. If
you are unsure as to whether or not you owe
tickets, please come by our office or give us a
call at 681 -0702 to inquire about your
account.
If you have any questions or concerns, please
do not hesitate to call us. For a copy of the
rules and regulations or a campus map,
please come by our office.
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South Georgia historic buildings find new homes
Former City Hall and Mill Creek Primitive Baptist Church to be moved from their current Statesboro locations
STATESBORO, Ga. (AP) After years of masquerading
as a schoolhouse, an historic
building - put up for sale last
month - will soon become a
town hall again.
The old Pooler City Hall
was moved to Statesboro in
1979 and filled with rows of
old-fashioned desks so it
looked like a one-room country
schoolhouse.
Now it's making a late-inlife comeback as the Register
City Hall.
Another historic building the Mill Creek Primitive
Baptist Church (circa 1826)
that also moved to town in
1979, is joining a fairground
exhibit.

»*

The two structures were
once centerpieces of festivals
sponsored by the Bulloch
Historical Society. After festivals were choked out by the
many others nearby, the buildings were left with only occasional admirers.
The two white buildings
face a road leading to the

Statesboro-Bulloch County
Airport.
A fix-up is under way at the
airport, and the airport
committee wants the buildings
moved off the property.
The buildings were put up
for sale in December.
Advertisements said the
buildings could be dismantled
or moved from the property
whole. Bids were taken
through Jan. 4.
All bids were turned down,
though.
The city hall is being given
to the city of Register and the
church is being returned to the
T.L. Hagan Sr. family.
"We didn't realize when we
advertised (to sell the buildings) that the T.L. Hagan
family had an interest in the
building they had donated ...
We decided to give it back to
them," said Ellis Wood, chairman of the committee that
oversees the airport.
"And we did not realize the
city of Register had an interest
in the school building," Wood
continued.

The airport committee received six bids - some for one
building and some for both that ranged from about $200 to
$1,000.
In 1979 the Hagans gave
the church, which sat on their
land, to the historical society.
The family also paid to move
the building to airport property, where the society used to
meet.
The Hagans now plan to
give the church to the Kiwanis
Club of Statesboro.
The club maintains an oldtime village - with house,
barn, blacksmith shop and
country store - that comes to
life each fall during the
Kiwanis-Ogeechee Fair.
Danny Hagan, son of T.L.
Hagan Sr., said his family will
pay part of the cost of moving
the church to the fairgrounds.
"We would really like to see
the church be maintained and
utilized to preserve some of the
history of this county," he said.
Hagan said as far as he
knows, the airport committee
did not contact his family be-

fore offering the church for
sale.
"We're kind of disappointed
... I don't think they adequately explored all opportunities for these buildings to be
preserved before they decided
to take bids.
"Maybe I don't know all the
facts behind the situation, but
it seems to me they were in a
rush to get this done," Hagan
said.
Karin Stenborg, a Register
city council member and president of the town's beautification committee, said officials
"are simply thrilled" about getting a building. Register doesn't have a city hall now.

FRIENDS DON'T lEI FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK

The committee is refurbishing an old bank building to use
as a community center. Ms.
Stenborg was looking for lumber to make a wood floor for
the center when someone told
her about the old town hall.
Ms. Stenborg said she knew
she's found more than scrap
lumber.

June graduation to consist of two ceremonies
/^%

By Melissa Sherrer
Staff Writer

Students who plan to
graduate in June should be
aware that there are two
separate ceremonies, according
to Cecil Perkins, graduation
counselor.
Both ceremonies will be held
on Saturday, June 12 in the
Hanner Fieldhouse.
The College of Business
Administration, the College of
Health and Professional
Studies and the College of
Technology will hold their
ceremony first - starting at 11
a.m.
At 6:30 p.m. the College of
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Arts and Sciences and the
College of Education will hold
their graduation ceremony.
Between
these
two
ceremonies, the President's
Reception for graduates and
family will be held at the
Union Ballroom. The time
allotted for this event is from 2

p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
According to Perkins, this
schedule of events for graduation changes each year. The
times are fixed, however, the
colleges switch slots.
Rehearsal for the first
ceremony will be held from
8:30 a.m. to 10 a.m., followed

Florida singer to host class for local artists
GSU News Service

Area singers, actors and
stage directors are invited to
GSU Feb. 9 to work with
accomplished soprano Gayle
Seaton,
Florida
State
University's director of music
theater.
Seaton will host a master
class in the Foy Fine Arts
Recital Hall Feb. 9 at 7:30 p.m.
- "Singing Music Theatre:
Technique and Interpretation."
She will also perform with
"Selections of Opera and
Musical Theater Past to
Present," accompanied by
pianist Michael Braz of the
Georgia Southern faculty at 1
p.m. Feb. 10 in the Recital
Hall.
The singer launched her
career in New York after

having earned her master's
degree in vocal performance at
the Manhattan School of
Music. There she sang recital
and concert repertoire ranging
from medieval music to a
world premiere of a Twentieth
Centruy cantata at Carnegie
Recital Hall. Her dramatic
performances there included
appearances in roles with the
Bronx Opera, Bel Canto Opera
Company and New York Opera
Repertory Theatre, as well as
Gilbert and Sullivan.
In both New York and
Florida she has won young
artists awards for singing. She
completed her doctorate in
voice performance and teaches
on the faculty of the Florida
State University School of
Music where she is equally at

by the line up for candidates at
10:30 a.m.
Rehea*aal for the second
ceremony 9Will be held from 4
p.m. to 5:30 p^m., followed by
the linecup for candidates at 6
p.m. r
Students [who
are
graduating this. June should be
sure what: college their degree
is in, and know what time you
need to-be at Hanner to
participate in graduation,
Perkins stated.
In addition, Perkins said
that students who are
graduating in June need to
start reserving caps and gowns.
now. The cost is $30.

m Dr. Sherri Becker
g
Optometrist

I

Specializing in
Eyecare for G.S.U.
Faculty and Staff
Mon - Wed 8:30 am - 7:00 pm
Thur 9:30 am - 7:00 pm
Fri 8:30 am - 2:00 pm
6 Lester Road
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RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

home on the recital and
concert stage as well as in
opera, operetta and musical
theater. Her leading roles in
opera and operetta have
included the Countess in "The
Marriage of Figaro," Fiordiligi
in "Cosi fan tutte," Violetta in
"La Traviata," Rosalinda in
"Die Fledermaus," and Mabel
in "Pirates of Penzance."
Among her music theater
credits are the roles of
Cinderella in "Into the Woods,"
Sarah Brown in "Guys and
Dolls" and Maria in "The
Sound of Music."
She generally spends her
summers in professional music
theater and operetta repertory
companies, most recently at
Seaside Music Theater in
Daytona Beach.

LIKED BY MANY, CUSSED BY SOME, READ BY THEM ALL
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Front Brakes
most cars,
imports, &
pickups, does
not include
turning rotors

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.

Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army
ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds of
talented students. If you qualify,
these merit-based scholarships can
help you pay tuition and educational

fees. They even pay a flat rate for textbooks and supplies. You can also receive
an allowance of up to $1000 each
school year the scholarship is in
effect. Find out today if you qualify.

tS<CELLENC£

flRMYROTC
MARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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General Auto Services
Foreign & Domestic

764-8691 64-B E. Main St.
Near Kenan'-

ce Supply

Find out more. Contact Captain Don Police
South Building, 681-5320
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Beat the Bulldogs: Part 2
On Wednesday night at 7:30, the GSU Eagles will
have their second chance this year to whip the
Bulldogs of the University of Georgia.
While the first attempt at besting the football Dawgs
in Sanford Stadium didn't go quite as well as the
Southern faithful might have hoped, this time around
we have a little better chance of walking out with a
victory over those damned Athenians.
Coach Drema Greer's Lady Eagle basketball team
carries an 11-7 record into this week's Hanner
Fieldhouse meeting with the Lady Bulldogs, who are
only playing a little over .500 this season.
With a few breaks and solid play from our squad,
Eagle fans may have a chance to taste victory over our
state's other university.
A full gym and support from a noisy bunch of fans
won't hurt our ladies' cause one bit either. We encourage all Southern sports fans to head out to Hanner tomorrow night and yell like hell for Coach Greer's
squad to beat the Dawgs.
And while we're on the subject of rematches with
UGA, we here at the George-Anne would like to publicly petition the powers that be in the athletic departments both here and in Athens to add a GSU-UGA
game to next year's football schedule.
The die-hard Southern faithful who made the trip to
Athens for the first-ever meeting between the two
squads will surely remember the thrill of the 54 seconds when our Eagles led the Dawgs 7-0 and looked
poised to pull off a miracle of Erk "One More Time"
Russell proportions.
And next year, with the Eagles returning a more experienced team and the Bulldogs reeling from the early
departure of Heisman Trophy candidate Garrison
Hearst and star wide receiver Andre Hastings, we can
only imagine what the outcome would be.

The system and Rodney King
The federal trial of the four white Los Angeles police officers
accused in the beating of black motorist Rodney King is scheduled
to open today [Monday]. No doubt, many people view the event
simply as a source for further frustration.
They should instead be marveling at the extent to which the legal system can be pushed in the search for justice.
In many ways, the easier course would have been to let what
happened last April be the final word in this case. A jury with no
black members had acquitted the officers of almost all state
charges, despite a dramatic videotape of the beating. In response
to the verdict, rioting broke out in Los Angeles and other cities
around the country.
U.S. Department of Justice officials could have said the state
case was the best shot against the officers, and it failed. They
could have said federal action would be interpreted as rewarding
the rioters.
Instead, an investigation was launched. It resulted in the prosecutors' decision that federal charges were warranted.
That is what brings officers Theodore Briseno, Laurence Powell
and Timothy Wind and Sgt. Stacey Koon to trial.
The officers and their supporters say it is unfair that they are
again standing trial on charges flowing from an incident on which
a jury has already reached verdicts. They believe media attention
and political pressure are responsible for this second trial.
Those who were outraged by April's acquittals see an opportunity for correcting and injustice. Needless to say, there is only one
outcome to the trial that will fully satisfy them.
In the middle of it all is a system that is prone to imperfections
of the people who administer it. That system shouldn't be judged
at the end of this process based simply on our assessments of
whether it delivered justice. We should also consider how hard it
tried.
- Atlanta Journal I Constitution
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Ban on homosexuals in military should be lifted
The most highly-charged
political issue of President
Clinton's short tjmfe in office
has no doubt been chife move to
end the official ban on homosexuals in the military.
Since he began attempts to
make good on this campaign
promise, the President has met
with
opposition
from
Congressional Republicans,
military brass and conservative Democrats such as
Georgia's own Sen. Sam Nunn,
the chairman of the Armed
Services Committee.
Those opposed to the change
in the military's policy, which
requires recruits to answer
questions about their sexual
orientation and calls for the
discharge
of
soldiers
discovered to be homosexual
regardless of their service
record, claim the move would
be harmful to the morale of
our troops.
Some argue allowing gays in
the military to openly proclaim
their sexuality would harm effectiveness in combat situations.
While these arguments are
being proposed by individuals
in key military and government positions, there are several major flaws with the logic
of this position.
First, allegations that
Clinton is attempting to "allow
gays into the military" are absurd.
Homosexuals are currently
serving in the U.S. armed
forces, just as they have for the
majority of the country's history. Any military official
pressed for an answer will admit this to be fact.

The only group currently
barred from service are honest
homosexuals.
The change in policy suggested by the President would
simply delete a superficial paperwork problem, allowing
prospective soldiers to check
"yes" instead of "no" on a form
and still be able to serve our
country.
Secondly, the argument that
military efficiency would be
lessened
by
allowing
professing homosexuals to
serve not only reeks of
homophobia but is completely
debunked by historical
analysis.
One look at a history book
will show that some of the
most proficient armies of all
time were populated and led
by homosexuals.
The Roman legions, the
Spartans and the troops of
Alexander the Great, considered by many to be some of the
most respected forces in history, spring to mind as examples.
If this is the efficiency we
can expect from an army
which allows gay soldiers to
enlist, it seems Colin Powell,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, and his colleagues
should leap at the opportunity.
Likewise, the claim that
morale will be harmed by this
change is based more on prejudice than any real fact.
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This same argument was
made in the fifties when it was
proposed that black and white
soldiers be allowed to serve in
the same units,, ■&.
.
Thankfully,
President
Harry Truman saw this racist
ideology to be the garbage it is,
just as Clinton seems to have

Homosexuals are
currently serving in
the armed forces...
the only group
barred from service
are honest
homosexuals...
waded through the homophobia prevalent in our society.
Opponents of the change
often state fears of sharing
bunk space or foxholes with
gays.
Perhaps I'm a little too concerned about my own welfare,
but if I were sharing a foxhole
with Winona Ryder while under heavy enemy fire, I would
be far more concerned with her
accuracy with an M-16 than
with the possibility of a carnal
encounter with the young actress.
The same, I imagine, would
be true of any homosexual sol-

In a barracks situation, the
possibility of a gay soldier acting inappropriately does exist,
just as the possibility exists for
heterosexual soldiers. This is
why the military has rules
monitoring the conduct of its
soldiers.
No one is arguing gay soldiers should have special privileges. If one were to act out of
line, as the heterosexual Naval
officers did in the now-infamous Tailhook incident, the
soldier should be dealt with
just as strictly as any other
soldier would be for a similar
offense. No more, no less.
Despite the opposition to
the President's plan, it seems
only a matter of time before it
will go into effect.
Defense Secretary Les
Aspin has been given until
July 15 to draft an executive
order to end the current policy
of excluding military recruits
because they are gay. In the
interim, recruiters will no
longer question prospects
about their sexuality. .
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Instead
of resisting
Clinton's move to end this
discriminatory practice,
military and government
officials should prepare to
accept and practically execute
what the President has
rightfully called "a dramatic
step" toward civil rights advancement in this nation of
ours.
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dier during a combat situation,
even if he or she found a fellow
combatant to be attractive
(which, I'm almost certain,
would only rarely be the case).
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Have you had your chromium today?
Studies have shown that chromium can help reduce fat and build muscle
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Chromium has been found
to be an essential trace element to human health. Studies
have shown that along with
exercise, chromium can significantly help build muscle and
reduce fat if it is used appropriately. It has also been found
to greatly contribute to the decrease of cholesterol and to the
control of blood sugar
metabolism, as mentioned by
Jeffrey Fisher, M.D.
According to the USDA, only
one tenth of the American
population consumes the minimum recommended amount of
chromium (50 micrograms
daily). The National Academy
of Sciences recommends 50 to
200 micrograms daily.
In many individuals' diets,
an inadequate amount of
chromium causes problems relating to weight maintenance,
endurance, lean body mass
building, and more.

HEALTH
AND
FITNESS
Donald Jordan

Biologically
active
chromium is essential for insulin (the hormone that regulates the metabolism of carbohydrates, fats and protein) to
perform its functions.
Chromium helps reduce fat
while maintaining muscle
mass, as mentioned by G.W.
Evans. It also increases
metabolism rate, which aids in
weight loss. Furthermore,
chromium speeds up the
metabolism of a certain kind of
fat called brown fat and apparently suppresses the ap-

petite, especially sugar cravings. Now, that sounds good!
Chromium can prevent false
hunger associated with inefficient glucose metabolism.
Insulin and chromium assure rapid uptake of blood and
also blood's rapid conversion
into glycogen, which is the
form of glucose that is stored
in the body for future use
whenever it is needed.
There are studies that also
indicate that chromium can
notably increase muscle
grownth. This occurs because
chromium and insulin insure
that protein gets out of the
blood efficiently and into the
cells where it can be made into
new muscle tissue. This also
includes new heart, liver and
kidney tissue as well.
It is not well-known that
chromium can greatly lower
serum cholesterol levels.
However, a study at Auburn

University conducted on a
group of athletes found that
the athletes taking 200 micrograms of chromium as
ChromeMate (a form of niacinbound chromium) daily lowered their total cholesterol by
14 percent, a significant drop.
The ratio of total cholesterol to
beneficial high density lipoproteins (HDL) also improved notably, by 7 percent (Michael E.
Rosenbaum, M.D.).
It is not often that a nutrient is discovered that offers so
many benefits: stabilizing
blood sugar, reducing sweet
cravings, decreasing the appetite, promoting lean muscle
mass, and even lowering
cholesterol without side effects.
Nevertheless, even though the
body needs chromium in small
amounts, sometimes it's the
little things that make a big
difference in your health
(Michael E. Rosenbaum, M.D.).

Gallery 303 to host visiting artists; artists to hold forums
The art experience can be
breath-taking once one discovers the new world and places
an artist can present. Symbols
and forms can take someone
back to a favorite place or a
familiar sound, taste, or smell.
David MacDonald, Stephen
Cappelli, and Anna Belle Lee
Washington master the ability
of capturing heritage, feelings,
and emotions.
David MacDonald Carves
cultural expressins into his ceramics. Symbols of his African
heritage reach out to the
viewer and show the nobility
and beauty of the culture. The
human spirit rises from his
work as the intricate carving
creates moving designs.
Stephen Cappelli's acrylic
paintings are colorful geometric landscapes. He takes real

forms and creates a mystical
and fairy tale atmosphere.
Familiar shapes combine to

remind the viewer of a lovely
place from the past.
Anna Belle Lee Washington

is a folk artist who paints rural
scenes of the South. She has
been compared to other artists
such as Jacob Lawrence. Her
primitive style makes people
feel happy and in touch with
Southern influences.

The American College
Unions-International
Conference will hold the
Games Tournament from Feb.
5 to 7 in Huntsville, Ala. Many
colleges from across the country will compete in this tournament. States involved include Mississippi, Alabama,
Georgia, Florida, and Puerto
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AnrtaBelteLeeWashington^retireclSt.Sinnon'sartistdisplaysapiece
of her folk art. Washington will hold a forum to discuss her work, as will
visiting artist Stephen Cappelli. The works of these two, as well as the
works of artist David MacDonald, will be on display in Gallery 303
beginning Feb. 12. (Special photo.)

Stephen Cappelli will also
be holding a forum to talk
about his work at 4 p.m. in
room 316 in Foy on Feb. 4
Also. Anna Belle Lee
Washington, who heralds from
will
St Simon's Island Ga
i
'
4
at
2
ho d a forum on F eb
D m in room 316 0f Foy

Rico. The games that will be
played in this year's tournament are backgammon, bowling, table tennis, chess, bridge,
spades, and billiards.
In the billiards competition
many schools will compete for
a chance to go to the Nationals.
There will be 15 different colleges competing in this year's
tournament.
After
the
Games

Tournament, which is also the
regional tournament, there is a
chance for students to advance
to the National Tournament,
which will be held in Memphis,
Tenn. Some of the games
where students have advanced
to the Nationals include
bridge, bowling, and billiards.
GSU has had several students
advance to the Nationals for
the past two years in the bil-

liards competition. The team is
hoping to achieve this again in
this
year's
Games
Tournament.
GSU will take three students to compete in the billiards competition of the tournament. There will be 22 students going to the tournament.
Many of them will compete in
the other games held in the
tournament.
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Tommy Blaze]
Feb2
8 pm
Union Ballrooml
Tommy has had
appearances on MTV,
Showtime, and Star
Search
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The exhibition showing
these artists' works will open
Feb. 12, at noon in Gallery 303
on the third floor of the Foy
Fine Arts building.

GSU
to participate in regional games tournament
By Ashley Hunt
Staff Writer
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U.P. Coffeehouse invites you to try your hand
at Stand-UP Comedy. If interested please be in
the ballroom at 7:30 pm on Feb. 2. All student |
performers will appear before Tommy Blaze.
Rules:
•Five Minute Max
•No Obscene or Vulgar Material
•Must sign waiver

V/l

m

■mDon't forget about the
Disco Pajama Jam on
Feb. 4th at 7:00 pm in
the Union Ballroom
and remember you
must wear you're PJ's
to enter and only disco
music will be played.
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The Crying Game's success is in its secrecy
By Rene Rodriguez
Knight-Ridder Newspapers
i
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"The movie everyone is
talking about, but no one is
giving away its secrets."
That's what the newspaper
ads for "The Crying Game" are
blaring. And for once, there is
truth in advertising.
The romantic thriller by
writer-director Neil Jordan
("Mona Lisa") has made it onto
more than 100 "10 Best" lists
from movie critics around the
country, according to the film's
distributor, Miramax. It has
also won awards from the New
York Film Critics' Circle (best
supporting actress, best
screenplay) and the National
Society of Film Critics (best
actor). Most recently it was
nominated for best director by
the Directors' Guild of
America.
"The Crying Game" is the
tale of an IRA terrorist
(Stephen Rea) who befriends a
hostage (Forest Whitaker) he
is later ordered to kill. Riddled
by guilt, the terrorist tracks
down the hostage's hairdresser
girlfriend (Jaye Davidson) and
finds himself falling in love
with her.
Doesn't much sound like
blockbuster material, right?
What's more, the low-budget
movie features a no-name cast
speaking in heavy British and
Irish accents, no special effects
and little Hollywood-style action..
But then there's that muchtalked-about plot twist.
Halfway through the movie,

just when you think you know
where the thing's headed,
comes a big surprise. A jawdropper, really. One that
rarely fails to elicit a collective
gasp from the audience and
sends the movie into an entirely different direction.
And no one - not critics, not
talk-show hosts, not entertainment writers, not even
your fellow office workers has been willing to spill the
beans. The secrecy has developed into a cult-like bond
among admirers of the film,
who will talk about it in winks
and whispers among themselves but will tell the uninitiated only to "just go see it."
Why the reluctance to blab?
The surprise is simply too good
to spoil.
"The movie is so well-done
and so shocking, it'd be hard to
do it justice just talking about
it," said Paula Musto, 42. "The
way it's done is so startling,
it'd be hard to explain it in
words. It's just one of these
things you really have to SEE.
I jumped out of my seat."
"It's very hard to discuss it
without disclosing the twist,"
said Andy Anderson, 30, who
saw the film during its opening
weekend Jan. 15. Anderson
admits he revealed the surprise to one friend who probably wouldn't have seen the film
otherwise. But he hasn't even
talked about the movie with
other friends.
Even the press has bought
into this tacit agreement: New
York Times movie critic Janet

Maslin recently went to
extraordinary lengths to write
around the plot twist in a long
profile of one of the film's main
characters. An article in last

week's Entertainment Weekly
was preceded by a strong
warning to readers that the
SEE SUCCESS, PAGE
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Acclaimed chamber music ensemble to perform
Saturday Brass Quintet, recipients of various prestigious music awards, will stop in Statesboro Feb. 8
The Saturday Brass Quintet
will perform Mon., Feb. 8 in
the Foy Recital Hall at 8 p.m.
Since its New York debut in
1984, the Saturday Brass
Quintet has rapidly estab-

brass ensemble in 14 years to
win the coveted Walter W.
Naumburg Chamber Music
Award. SBQ has also won
prizes at the Fischoff, Mendez,
and Artist International corn-

Grant.
Heard annually by over a
quarter of a million listeners
through its concerts, recordings, radio broadcasts and educational programs, the SBQ

The Saturday Brass Quintet will play Foy on Mon., Feb. 8 at 8 p.m. The group is at the forefront of
commissioning and performing new music for brass aulntet. They are also the Quintet-ln-Residence at
the Manhattan School of Music. (Special photo.)
lished a reputation as a major
supporter of the brass quintet
as a serious chamber music
ensemble. Called the "Class of
the Brass" by The Washington
Post, the SBQ became the first

petitions. The Quintet has received three awards from
Chamber Music America: the
1987 and 1989 Ensemble
Commissioning Awards and
the 1989 three-year Residency

offers a repertoire rich in diversity. SBQ has given over
600 performances in 48 states
and five Canadian Provinces.
Recent concerts include appearances
in
Buffalo,

Charleston,
Houston,
Pittsburgh, Los Angeles, New
York, and extensive coast-tocoast tours of the U.S. and
Canada. Additionally, the
SBQ is a regular performer on
radio programs nationwide,
such as St. Paul Sunday
Morning, the WQXR/Marine
Midland Chamber Music
Festival,
the
WQXR Summpier Concerts
and the KUSC (LA) Dama
Myra Hess Myra Hess
Memorial Radio Concert
Series.

Jersey Young Audiences.
Champions of the contemporary brass repertoire, the SBQ
is at the forefront of the commissioning and performing of
new music for brass quintet.
SBQ has commissioned and/or
premiered new compositions
by such leading composers as
John Harbison, Arvo Part,
Anthony Davis, Ned Rorem,
Stephen Paulus, Richard
Danielpour, Elliot Goldenthal,
Brian Fennelly, Richard
Wernick and Kurt Schwerstik.

The Saturday Brass Quintet
is the Quintet-in-Residence at
the Manhattan School of music
where the members are active
in the state of the arts series
of Music Education Programs.
The SBQ has also given master classes at The Julliard
School, the San Francisco
Conservatory, and the
Shepherd School of Music at
Rice University. Furthermore,
the Quintet is currently on the
artist roster of Lincoln
Center's Meet the Artist,
Carnegie Hall's Neighborhood
Concert Program, New York
Young Audiences and New

Restaurant
Lounge

GSU students can pick up
free concert tickets with a
valid GSU student ID at the
University Union Information
Desk. Staff, faculty members,
and GSU retirees can enjoy the
same privilege as of Feb. 1.
General admission tickets are
$5 for adults and $3 for children. General admission tickets can be reserved for the nonGSU public one week prior to
the event by calling 681-0585.
General admission tickets will
be available at 7:30 p.m. in the
Foy Recital Hall.

Sunday Niaht
Special
' Buy one chicken
finger basket, get one
half price
•Dine In Only Open
Sunday 5-10
Mon-Thurs Super
Happy Hour Prices
681-3207
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Daytime talk show hosts compete for network slots
By Ron Miller
Knight-Ridder Newspapers

SAN FRANCISCO - Early
this week, aspiring talk show
host Ricki Lake dropped by the
crowded Group W booth at the
national TV syndicators convention here to make an unusual request: She wanted to
meet and have her photo taken
with rival talk show host Vicki
Lawrence.
"I just love your show," the
youthful Lake told Lawrence
as they hugged for the camera.
"It's such a pleasure to meet
you."
It was such a preciously benign moment amid the hurlyburly of the Moscone
Convention Center floor,
where the stars of hundreds of
syndicated shows were doing
whatever they could to convince TV station reps into
dumping the other guy's show
and signing up theirs instead.
And nowhere was the heat
of competition more keenly felt
than in the daytime talk show
category. Almost two dozen
shows are engaged in a knockdown, drag-out battle for
enough station "clearances" to
keep them on top, preserve
them or let them get their
brand new shoes in the door.
For the buoyant Ricki Lake,
newest of the newcomers, the
hunting was going well. By
convention's end Thursday,
she had landed enough stations to put her in about half
the TV markets in the United
States,
including San
Francisco's KRON (Ch. 4),
which dropped "Jenny Jones"
to make room for her. (Don't
weep for Jenny; she was

snapped up by rival Channel
2.)
Nationally, tens of millions
of dollars may be at stake for
each "talker." To lose any major market like San FranciscoOakland-San Jose, which is
the fifth largest in the country,
is incredibly bad news. For instance, Geraldo Rivera was
dumped by Channel 4. Though
Rivera claims another station
will take him, he declined to
name it and nobody had owned
up to it by late Thursday.
Many forces are at work in
the battle for day-time talk
supremacy, but none more
powerful than plain economics.
Queen of the talkers is Oprah
Winfrey, who relieved longtime champ Phil Donahue of
his crown several seasons ago.
However, it now costs majormarket stations so much to
buy a season of "Oprah" that
some are opting to make more
profits by buying a cheaper
talk show that still earns respectable ratings.
At the same time, it takes
guts - or a reckless streak for a major-market station
such as KRON to drop a
"Geraldo!," with his predictably solid ratings, while
picking up an untried,
untested show such as "Ricki
Lake." For Lake and another
newcomer, Bertice Berry, the
main pitch is their youthful
demographic appeal, which
may make them easier to sell
to advertisers.
"Our show will be skewed
younger - people in their 20s
and 30s," Lake explained. "We
won't be doing shows on
menopause."

To All Teams
Traveling
To The ACUI
Game Tournament
in Huntsville, Ala.
•Billiards Team (Mens & Womens)
•Bowling Teams (Mens & Womens)
•Table Tennis
•Spades and Table Soccer (foosball)

Lake, the star of the.movie by the notorious Amy Fisher of
"Hairspray" and former~regu- being her lover and co-conspirlar on TV's "China Beach," has ator in a plot to kill his wife.
"In the old days, you could
dieted off an incredible 110
pounds for her talk show de- just have three rape victims
but. She has patterned herself come on with their therapist,"
after her favorite "talker," Rivera said. "Now you want
"isfl.
the victims and their rapists.
Winfrey.
We've added the element of
Lake also is among the new heat."
talkers who vow to take the
Though Rivera says his
high road away from the sexoriented, hype-heavy shows "moment of crisis" with stathat have made Rivera, Sally tions came three years ago
Jessy Raphael and many oth- when a riot erupted between
ers rich and famous. Many sta- white supremacists and blacks
tion programmers have on his show, he said he has
dumped popular shows like overcome that by becoming
"Geraldo!" because they no more responsible and no longer
longer liked what they were appealing to "prurient interseeing on the air. In fact, the ests."
whole talk show business may
Lawrence does admit there
be in the process of reinvent- were times when she was
ing itself in a less sensational- asked to book guests who
ists manner.
might be a little racier than
Rivera himself acknowl- her usual type. She stood her
edges that talk show veterans ground every time.
may be rolling back from the
"If they came to me and said
"freak shows." He thinks it's your guests tomorrow will be
partly a result of station can- men who raped their daughcellations, but mostly because ters and who now are raising
they no longer need to "scram- their children together," said
ble" for viewers.
Lawrence, "my take on it
"I think the newcomers will would be to slap the ... out of
inherit all those 82-inch-bosom those men, tell them to get a
shows," said Rivera. "And it'll life, then kidnap the babies
be harder for them to get at- and raise them in a normal
tention now. In that bottom home."
tier of shows, there's going to
be a tremendous scramble for FRIENDS DON'T LEI FRIENDS
survival."
Rivera thinks most of the
IE
sexy story genres have been
done already, so the only way
to make them work is to add
"heat" to the "meat." He thinks
he did that this week with a
TAKE THE KEYS.
controversial show in which he
CALL A CAB.
conducted a mock trial of Joey
TAKE
A STAND.
Buttafuoco, the man accused

For Your Good Health
The Pap Test
All women should consider the
Pap Test to be a routine part of their
annual exam by their health care provider. The pap test is the most inexpensive and best screening test for cervical
cancer. All women who are sexually
active should have a pap smear annually,
or more often if indicated according to
their health history.
The pap smear is a simple procedure which involves taking a sample of
cells from the mouth of the womb (the
cervix) and then smearing them onto a
slide which is sent to a laboratory (a
pathology lab) for further microscopic
examination. Abnormal pap smears are
reported to your health care provider for
further follow-up as indicated. When
followed up, most abnormal conditions
can be treated successfully.
A Public Education Service of the

OFFICE
HOURS:
9 am to
5 pm

OGEECHi

P.A.

OBSTETRICS JlDGYNECOLOGY

Patricia V. Law. F.N.P. -C
301 Donehoo Street, Satesboro, Georgia
For more information call 764-6206.
LOOK FOR NEXT WEEK'S MEDICAL ARTICLE
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February 8
12 -2 pm
Union Common
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Come Hear This Acapella Group
Groove at the Union Commons
A CAPPELLA
Who Have Also s nsored By
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GSUH • ftr sters defeat Citadel 81 -73

TALES FROM
THE
GRIDIRON

By Chris Sherwood
Staff Writer

Aaron Soloman
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Tradition, Halas, Lombardi,
Tail-gating, Super Bowl
BLOWOUTS! Every January
the football fan can expect one
thing, and that is to be watching something else besides the
Super Bowl during the third
quarter.
In the last edition I was
quoted as saying that the Bills
will win. My benevolent and
humble sports editor who entertains you once a week with
his sports knowledge said it
would be a blowout. Well John,
you were right.
Seeing that I am new to this
column business, let me run
something by you to see if we
are on the same wavelength.
The
American
League
(baseball), Prince of Wales
Conference (hockey), Eastern
Conference (basketball) and
the
National
Football
Conference (football), all have
one thing in common: dominance! In all of these sports
the opposing conference has
been
humbled
in
championships since their
existence.
Dallas kept the tradition
alive with a 52-17 destruction
of the Buffalo Bills, making it
nine straight for the NFC. The
weird thing is, that the last
time the AFC won was when
the Raiders blew away the
Redskins 38-9. So, when the
AFC finally wins a Super Bowl
it will probably be a blowout.
Do not take my word for it, but
it is the natural order of
things.
Well, the Cowboys are
champions due to what the
Packers, Steelers and Bears
had-defense. Ken Norton
played spectacular ball, once
keeping Kenneth Davis out of
the end-zone on a key goal-line
stance. Tony Casillas and
Russell Maryland had a field
day with the Bills offensive
line. They took the Bills out of
the game.
Of course Emmitt Smith,
Troy Aikman, Jay Novacek,
and Michael Irvin played to
perfection. For his on target
passing, Aikman racked up
MVP honors, but this sports
writer has to go with Ken
Norton. Do not even say Leon
Lett (the guy caught by Beebe
on the one-yard line).
Leon's little blunder will
probably be his only regret
about Super Bowl XXVII.
Allowing Don Beebe to strip
the ball from him kept the
Cowboys from breaking the
Forty-Niners record for most
points scored in a Super Bowl.
52 points did put them in second, followed by the Bears
with 46, and the Red skins
with 42.
Other records that were established were nine turnovers
forced by the Cowboys defense,
three trips in a row to the
Super Bowl (pat yourselves on
the back for that one Marv),
and three Super Bowl loses in
a row.
As far as records go, such as
the biggest blow-out in a
Championship or the best defense in a Super Bowl were far
from being broken. The best
defense in a Super Bowl goes
to the Bears, only allowing
seven yards passing. Of course
the honor of scoring the most
points in a Super Bowl goes to
the 49ers.
To find the biggest blow-out
in a championship, one must
go back to the 1940 NFL
Championship game. The
Chicago Bears defeated the
Washington Redskins 73-0. So,
if you think about it, the Bills
really did not do that bad.
The Cowboys, like any team
will follow a pattern. I remember when the Bears won the
Super Bowl they released
Defensive coordinator Buddy
Ryan. Their defense slowly
SEE SOLOMON, PAGE
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ball down in frustration. The
resulting technical gave
Washington his second and
third personal fouls in the
first half.

The GSU men's basketball
team defeated The Citadel 8173 on Saturday, January 30 at
Hanner Fieldhouse in front of
The Citadel took full advan2,367 lonesome Eagle fans.
tage of the technical foul by
During the first twenty Washington and extended
minutes of the game, neither
their lead to six by the break,
teams could capitalize on the
outscoring the Eagles eight to
other teams mistakes. The
two in the final fifty seconds of
the first half.
largest lead for the Eagles was
Prior to this game, GSU
at two points which came with
five minutes to play. The
had never won a game in
Citadel dominated the control
which they had trailed at half.
of the ball in the first half and,
The Eagles would change all of
as a result, led most of the first
that in the second half.
half.
The Citadel opened the secThe Eagles shot the lights
ond half with the control of the
out in the first half by hitting a
ball. GSU could not box out
season high fifty-eight per cent
Reggie Jones as he went inside
from the field. Similarly, the
to score the first points of the
Citadel shot a season high
second half for the Bulldogs.
sixty percent from the field.
The Eagles were now down
GSU was led in scoring in by eight and things did not
the first half by Calvin
look good as the crowd stood
Sinkfield who knocked in nine
silent in disbelief.
points. Sinkfield was perfect
Down 59-52 the Eagles
from the field as he sank all
outscored The Citadel then
three of his shots and also hit
went on a 10-0 run to take the
on three of his four foul shots.
lead at 62-59. The Bulldogs
Sinkfield has been ham- would not go away though as
pered by a shoulder injury for
they kept the game close.
the last few games but appears
The Citadel tied the game
to be getting better. "It (the
up at 66 with only 7:41 left. In
shoulder) feels alright now. It's
the next two and a half minutes, the Eagles outscored the
not sore unless it gets hit
Bulldogs with a 9-0 run of
straight on, but it's ok," comtheir own to once again pull Calvin Sinkfield puts the finishing touch on a dunk, accounting for two
mented Sinkfield.
ahead to a 75-66 lead with of his teamthigh 21 points in Saturday's contest against the Citadel.
GSU pulled even with The
only five minutes left.
Citadel at 34-34 with only one
(Photo by Bob Schwindler)
The Bulldogs had no chance
and a half minutes to play, but
to pull out a victory as the ''When our big men got in foul
then the momentum shifted
GSU in rebounding with ten
toward The Citadel yet again
keys to their offense fouled out trouble ,we really were in trou- boards.
as Kevin Washington received
within two minutes in ble and GSU dominated the
a technical.
VanSchaard and Jones. Coach boards afterwards."
GSU shot fifty-five per cent
Washington was called for a
Pat Dennis had this to say
from
the field as The Citadel
The Eagles leading scorer
personal foul and received his
about his big men fouling out for the game was Sinkfield as managed to shoot a retechnical after he slammed the
when the game was still close, he out in 21 points and also led spectable fifty-four per cent.

; Lady Eagles lose
>■„ to Florida 92-78
By Chris Sherwood
Staff Writer

The GSU women's basketball team lost to the University
of Florida Lady Gators 92-78
last Wednesday night.
The crowd at the game was
small, but the Lady Eagles
played well against the
Southeastern Conference
team.
The game was close for the
first five minutes and it appeared that the Gators would
destroy GSU.
The Lady
Eagles were not to be blown
out at home as they mounted a
16-5 run to end the first half.
As the first half came to a
close, GSU had pulled to a 3931 deficit. The Eagles had rattled the Gators in the last five
minutes and Florida could not
do anything right.
The leading scorer for the
Eagles was Jill Dunn with ten
points including two three
pointers. Forward Monique
McClelland brought down the
most boards for the Eagles
with five.
The Florida Gators just
about missed the entire second
half. They did not come out of
the locker room until there
were fifteen seconds before the
start. This delay in coming
out to warm up before the final
Lady Eagle forward Monique McClelland gives the up-close lay-up
twenty minutes probably had
the soft touch over the heads of Florida's ladies as teammate Toy
some effect on the Lady Gators
Williams looks on for a possible offensive board. (Photo by Jesse
as it appeared that they came
Stribling)

out and played a little sluggish
at first.
The Lady Eagles pulled
within two at 44-42, which was
the closest score in the game.
GSU's women were pumped up
and it seemed to the average
fan that a win was not out of
the question. The Lady Gators
were determined to pull out a
win, but thanks to a home
court advantage for GSU they
were never taken too much out
of their game.
As the second half continued, the Lady Eagles hit a few
dry spells in their shooting
which the Lady Gators used to
their advantage.
Florida stepped up their
tenacious defense which led to
a lot of easy baskets for the
Lady Gators. GSU had trouble
dealing with the Florida's
press defense and it put the
Lady Eagles in the hole as
they found themselves down by
as many as twenty. GSU
would not give up and they
fought until the last second as
the Lady Gators held on to win
by fourteen.
The Lady Eagles dropped
their record to 10-7 overall and
kept
their
Southern
Conference record of 2-3. The
Lady Gators improved their
overall record to 12-5 with an
SEC record of 3-3.
GSU has played a lot better
SEE LADY EAGLES, PAGE

Coach Kerns was happy
with the victory, "The Citadel
is a tough team to guard, their
offense is small and quick
which makes it tough."
According to Coach Kerns
the Eagles had some individuals who really stepped up and
played well, "Dexter [Abrams]
got in foul trouble with four
personal fouls and still fourteen minutes remaining and
Chris [Birden] played hard
and did everything he needed
to do to step up and contribute."
With the win against The
Citadel, the Eagles upped their
overall record to 13-5 and their
conference mark to 7-3.

DAVIDSON
GSU

88
81

Last Wednesday, the Eagles
went on the road to Davidson
and they lost to the Wildcats
in overtime the Eagles in overtime 88-81.
GSU led early in this conference game only to see their
lead dwindle and finally disappear in the second half.
For most of the last twenty
minutes the Eagles found
themselves playing catch-up.
With less than ten seconds to
play, GSU managed to score
five points to send the game
into overtime.
The overtime period saw
four Eagle players foul out
which helped Davidson pull
away with a victory.
The Eagles have this week
off as they resume their play
this coming weekend at home
versus the Furman Paladins in
Hanner at 3 p.m. Saturday.

Sports Briefs
Ham sandwiched in record
16-player CFL swap
Former GSU quarterback
Tracy Ham was packaged in
a 16-player trade Thursday
between the Edminton
Eskimos and the Toronto
Argonauts.
In the deal, the Eskimos
sent Ham along with
defensive backs Enis
Jackson and Travis Oliver,
slotbacks Craig Ellis and
Ken Winey, full back Chris
Johnstone, linebacker John
Davis and the rights to
defensive lineman Cam
Brouseau, a 1991 draft
choice.
In return, the Argonauts
sent slotback Darrell K.
Smith, cornerback Ed Berry,
wide reciever Eddie Brown,
defensive end Leonard
Johnson, defensive halfback
'Don Wilson and two
Canadians, linebacker Bruce
Dickson and slotback J.P.
Izquierdo to the Eskimos.
Ham was named the CFL
player of the year in 1989
and has passed for over
4,000 yards and rushed for
over 1,000 yards combined
twice in a season.
GSU vs. UGA-Again!
The GSU Lady basketball
Eagles will be taking on the
ladies of UGA at Hanner this
Wednesday night at 7:30. All
fans are encouragd to come
support the ladies as they
vow revenge upon the fate
that befell our football team
in Athens.
-Compiled by John Munford
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Golf hacked out of Atlanta's Olympic plans
ATLANTA (AP) - Golf will venues for golf caused more
not be played in the 1996 controversy than the sport.
Its choice was Augusta
Olympics.
National
Golf Club, home of
The decision by the Atlanta
the
Masters
each spring and a
Committee for the Olympic
club
with
a
long history of
Games came Friday one day
white-male-only
membership.
after the president of the
With
all
the
opposition, it
International
Olympic
made
little
sense
to waste efCommittee, Juan Antonio
fort
trying
to
add
golf, ACOG
Samaranch, said he felt golf
had little chance of being in- said in a statement.
"It just got to the point
cluded in the Centennial
where we had to take a look
Games.
The committee's choice of realistically .... we've got 26

other sports to deal with,"
ACOG spokesman
Bob
Brennan said.
ACOp sought last October
to add golf, which has not been
part of the Olympics since
1904, to the Games. Billy
Payne, ACOG's president, said
the Augusta National Golf
Club, because of its reputation
as home to the Masters, would
be a showcase for the South.
In November, the Atlanta
City Council passed a resolu-

tion
opposing Augusta
National as a venue.
Brennan insisted that the
debate over adding new sports
was the only reason for
ACOG's withdrawal Friday.
'The Augusta National has
nothing to do with it. The issue
is adding sports," he said.
Augusta National has only
one black member.
Jack Stephens, chairman of
the Augusta club, said in a
statement that when the club

agreed to host Olympic competition "our desire was to help
advance the game of golf
worldwide through its reintroduction as an Olympic sport."
Harvey W. Schiller, executive director of the United
States Olympic Committee,
said he was disappointed there
would be no golf in 1996.
"I believe this is a tremendous victory for minorities and
SEE GOLF, PAGE
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Check baby, check baby 1-2-3:
Shake your rump and have a
drink on astrology wiz Ruby
YOUR REAL HOROSCOPE
Ruby Wyner-Io, A.A.B.P. certified astrologist
Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) You'll
waste precious hours recording
funny messages for your answering machine that will annoy others.
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) For a
truly natural high, shoot a syringe full of bleach into your
veins.
Gemini: (May 21-June 21) You've
kept your promise to exercise all
year, so now's the time to reap
the benefits of a healthy body.
Jog to every bar in town and
slam a shot of Jack Daniels.
Cancer: (June 22-July 22) Befriend the insects.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) You'll lose
your high-paying, high-profile
job when you forget to turn off
the paper shredder.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Listen
to your inner voice when it says,
"You're dumb."
Libra: (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) You'll
be drowning in riches when you
realize your life's goal—to be-

come the world's greatest
Whack-A-Mole player.
Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) When
your moon is in the seventh
house, and Jupiter aligns with
Mars, peace will guide the planets.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Most people hate you, but some
will put up with you because
they know how to weasel money
from you.
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Some jerk will park his car too
close to the driveway and you'll
be forced to take off his rear
bumper.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) This
Monday you will die, but have
no fear—you will be reincarnated as a narwhal.
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) Make
your daily commute a little more
enjoyable by singing WreckxN-Effect's "Rump Shaker" at the
top of your voice.

*

© 1993 Onion Features Syndicate

JLlold a piece of tape up to your eyes,
dim the lights and try to fill out your
taxes.
Now you're seeing things from her
point of view.
Almost everybody has to file taxes, but not
everyone can do it on their own. Volunteer and
help make someone's taxes less taxing. Call
1800424-1040.
_. ,
^
A Public Service of
This Publication &

BY MIKE PETERS

Diets!

Habits
CNN Headline News feature story,
"The End to the Dieting Revolution
1993 New Year's Day

Just another T-shirt Shop? Not!

■Mr.

V*4

Learn how to improve your
body image and self-esteem
by setting positive goals that
are lasting.
End your battle with the scale
and the yo yo weight lossweight gain syndrome that
makes you miserable.
Develop a whole new relationship
with food.
Participate in fitness program
designed specifically for this program

T-Shirts and Quality Screen Printing
Computer-Generated Artwork Available
Single and Multi-Color Screen Printing
Airbrush Artist Available.
10 Percent Off for Student Groups
(Fraternities, Sororities, and other groups)
MEISEL GRAPHICS
489-8843 • 60 East Main St. Downtown

This program meets every Tuesday and
Thursday from 4p.m. to 5p.m. in room 244
of the University Union
V&mg&mm.r*

Coming
February
/

Sponsored by the GSU Health Center » For More Information Please Call 681-5641

„*^*************************************************************77r************&***********************^

•Small Oscars
$3.*5
• 50 Watt Heater
$7.50

lO GALLON
TANK
$7-95

Thompson
Pools
Thompson
Pools

764-3442
29 N. Zetterower
VZZs************************************************************************^

30

■•
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01'Announcements
WANTED:
Pilots and Non-pilots. Join GSU Pilots
Association. Meet in Union Rm. 275 every
Tuesday at 8pm.
Announcement for Motorcyclist who are
out in front. Join the GSU Riding Eagles
Motorcycle Club. Every Thursday, Union
Rm 245, 6 pm. For more info call
489-1553.
Come and experience the difference... 7:30
pm, Room 284 Union, every Monday. Put a
new and right spirit within me, O God.
Life Ministry
Come join the GSU Martial Arts Club.
Workouts are on Mondays and
Wednesdays at 8pm at gymnastics center.
Stop by anytime or call 681-7755.
Comedian: Tommy Blaze as seen on MTV,
Showtime, & Star Search. He offers a new
insight from growing up to grown-ups,
from James Bond to James Brown and
from men... All the way to...women. 8pm,
Union Ballroom.
Concert: The Blenders. Come hear this
acapella group groove at the Union
Commons Stage 12-2 pm.
Disco Pajama Jam- February 4, 7pm,
Union Ballroom. There will be a
professional DJ and only disco music will
be played. Come pick up tickets at the
information desk in the Union bring your
student ID. Must wear pajamas to enter.
Sponsored by UP.
NOTICE: "Free classified ads from
students, faculty, and staff must be
submitted in writing, with the name of the
sender, a local address and telephone
number. No free ads will be accepted via
telephone. Only ONE free ad per person
per week."- Statement of Operations
"The advertiser is responsible for
proofreading ads upon publication. Any
errors will be corrected upon written
notice. Ads should be in GOOD taste, and
are subject to standard editing procedures.
The editors reserve the right to refuse any
classified ad."-the Classified Ad Policy
Please adhere to these requests when
placing your ad.
Pi Sigma Epsilon Presents "Mr. Eagle
Beast Pageant". Union Theater, Wed.,
Feb. 3 at 7:30pm. $2 per ticket. Everyone
is invited to the fun.
Students may nominate deserving
individuals for Constructive
Leadership/Unselfish Service Awards. Will
be presented on Honors Day. Contact Cecil
Perkins at 681-5754 for information.

03'Autos for Sale
1982 Fiat Spider Convertible- Good
condition- $2,500. Call Martin at
681-8794.
1984 BMW 318i, 5 speed, newly
upholstered and painted, good condition,
call 764-2151.
1984 Mazda RX-7 GSL SE Special Edition79,000 miles, 5 speed, sunroof, cruise,
excellent condition. $4200 neg. 681-3962.
1985 CRX- Blue, good condition,
automatic, AM/FM cassette stereo, 80,000
miles. Asking $2100. Call Steve 681-7989.
1985 Mercury Lynx- blue, ps, pb, auto, ac,
am/fm radio cassette. $800 OBO. Call
871-5286.
1986 Toyota 4-runner, blue, 5 speed, AC,
CD player, removable top. Perfect party
vehicle! Only $6,000. Call Bruce at
1-912-685-3484. (Metter)
1988 Ford Sable GS with '93 tag,
automatic, cruise, 77,000 miles. Excellent
condition. Price $5,200. Price negotiable.
Call 681-3962.

04'Auto Parts, Repair
Attention Jeep Wrangler owners: direction
wheels 15" x 10" with 255/60 tires. 8000
miles on tireB. Will also fit Rangers,
Explorers, Toyotas. $450 OBO. Call Marc
at 823-3515.
For sale: wood grain kit for Bronco II dash.
New. Looks nice. Call 489-5731.

05*Business Opportunities
• EXTRA INCOME "93"Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing 1993
UWTI travel brochures. For more
information send self addressed stamped
envelope to: Travel Inc., PO Box 2530,
Miami, FL 33161.

HELP WANTED
Advertising Sales Representatives Four (4)'energetic, self-starting individuals needed for training as ad sales reps.
Freshmen, Sophomores or Juniors preferred. Great opportunity for gaining experience in marketing and advertising.
Excellent earnings potential for part time
work. Contact Jay Knight, ADS Sales Manager, 681t5418 (leave message) or drop by
Room 107 Williams & fill out application.
Assistant Business Manager - One individual needed for training as assistant
business manager for student publications.
Freshman, Sophomore or Junior preferred.
Knowledge of computer systems (data base
management, report generation, etc.) is
helpful. Contact JeffWhite, ADS Business
Manager, 681-5418 (leave message), or
drop by Room 107 Williams Center & fill
out application.

Savannah Monitor Lizard- over 1 foot
long, grows up to 8ft long, comes with two
aquariums, heat rock, & water dish. Eats
live mice and crickets. $150 OBO.
587-2198.

19-Rentals & Real Estate
14x80,1991 mobile home. 3 bedroom, 2
bath, great condition, central heat/air,
garden tub. Call 842-5282.
1991 Fleetwood 14x70 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
partially furnished. Located about 11/2
milesjrom campus. Perfect condition.
Available for Spring Quarter. Contact
Dewayne at 681-7584. Leave message.
1992 Fleetwood, single-wide mobile
home-14x52. 2 bedroom, 1 bath. Located
on Bird Road, about 1 1/2 miles from
Georgia Southern. Excellent condition.
Available for Spring Quarter (Mid March).
$12,000. Contact Andrea at 681-9857 or
681-7584.
4 females needed for 3 rooms in house 1
mile from campus. Washer/dryer,
$150/month + 1/5 utilities. Spring - Sumer.
Call 489-5433 or 489-5090.

^umiiiiiiiiiiil
Advertising/Distribution Services
Room 107 Williams Ctr. • 681-5418

12«Lost& Found
Found: Jacket at TC's on Friday 1/15. Call
to identify. 681-4442.
LOST: Black Lab puppy. He was last seen
on campus wearing an orangish collar.
Please help us find our lost friend!
Reward offered. 681-3846.
Lost: GSU college ring. GSU crest on top.
92 on one side, BS on the other, name
engraved on the inside (Alex R. Haynes).
Gold, signet style. Please contact at
852-5199. Reward offered!
LOST: Please help! I've lost my
Dalmation. She is 7 months old. She has a
red collar on. Please contact Heather/Sid
at 681-8159. Last seen 1/22/93.

13'Miscellaneous for Sale
A stunning full length white sequin gownsize 9/10. Cost $250. Call Dalmyra at
681-7519 for details.
Attention Art majors- complete Amiga 500
system w/ Digi-View. Call William at
681-2790.
Cobra Trapshooter Radar Detector. Brand
new. $75. Call 871-7249. Ask for Stacy, if
no answer, please leave message.
Comic books for sale. Over 1,000 and can
get most back issues at reasonable prices.
Call Shane at 681-9056 after 1pm.
Computer for sale- IBM compatible. 40
meg hard drive, monitor, 5 1/4" drive, 3
1/2" 1.44 meg floppy dirves. Lotus,
WordPerfect, Quattro Pro, & Print Shop.
$700. Call 489-1300 evenings.
Formals: Teal, short, size 5, $40. White,
short, size 7, $40. Purple, short with tails,
size 5/6, $125. Call Kristy at 681-6425.
Jennings Compound Bow with 4 sights,
701b pull, bar stabilizer, & 3 equalizer
arrows. $300 value, will sell for $100 OBO.
By end Qf week, nejfd cash. 587-2198.
~
;
r-7
Revo sunglasses in excellent condition.
Paid $190...must sell for $90. Call Steve at
681-2420._
Valentine's Day Baskets- Remember that
special someone with a Valentine's Day
Basket. 489-5291, weekdays 6:30pm-9pm;
weekends 10am-5pm.

15*Musical
For Sale: Rototoms, hardly used: $75.
Peavy bass cabinet w/110 watt head also
great for guitar- $200. Call 681-7021, ask
for Kerry.
I'm interested in getting some rare CD's
from Crowes, Kravitz, and Pearl Jam. If
you understand my quest and can help,
call Jason D. At 764-5438 or 764-5446.

16«Personal
Dear Dave- Congratulations on becoming
a brother. This personal is just for you!
And you didn't have to hear me male bash!
-Love Barbs

APARTMENT FOR RENT - Greenbriar
Apartments. Female roommate needed
ASAP. 2BR Brick Townhouse, cable,
fireplace, dishwasher, washer and dryer.
Apartment furnished except for your own
bedroom and own bathroom. Will help
subsidize. InBtead of $283 per month plus
1/2 util, you pay only $150/month plus 1/2
util. Call 871-6809 for appt.
Apartment for sublease. 2 bedroom, 1
bath, pool side. Waterbed included is king
size. Call 681-3766 or 681-7759 or
Apartment- 2 bedroom, 2 bath; w/d
furnished; CH/A; very close to campus.
$500/month- includes water. 489-1144.
Duplex for rent- for spring and summer
quarters. 2 bedroom, 1 bath, 1 mile from
campus on Fair Road. Just remodeled.
Call Wyn at 681-6004.
For Rent: 2 bedroom, 2 bath apartment at
Hawthorne Court. Pet deposit paid. Lease
through JUne 15,1993. Bedrooms large
enough for 2 single beds. No deposit.
$500/month. Will lease one bedroom or
two. Rent negotiable. Call collect
706-485-0464 or 404-921-6576.
For Sale: 14x60 mobile home. 1990
Fleetwood. 2 br, 2 bath. Good condition.
Located in Brooklet. Refinance or pay off
$12,200. Contact Kim at 842-2759 or LB
13320.
One bedroom duplex building, 105A and
105B, Inman Street - $270/month/unit.
Furnished 2 bedroom mobile home near
mall- $270/month. 2 bedroom luxury
apartment at 329 Broad Street$450/month. 1 bedroom efficiency
apartment at 220 E. Main- $240/month. 3
bedroom house with large entertaining
area at 10 Crescent Drive- $550/month.
Call 764-3559 or 842-2636.
Partially furnished Park Place apartment
for rent- Spring and Summer Quarters,
March rent free. We will pay your deposit!
Call 871-6832.

Female roommate needed to share 14x70
tralier near Stadium. Own bedroom and
bathroom. $215 per month, utilities
included. No lease/Call 681-4480.
Female roommate needed- 3 bedroom
house across from Stadium. Will make a
deal. For more info call 681-7137. ASAP.
Just for spring- Male roommate needed for
next quarter. Greenbriar Apts. Plenty of
space. 871-6321.
Male roommate needed ASAP to share 2
bedroom fully furnished mobile home,
central h/ac, washer/dryer, walking
distance to campus. $150/month, 1/3
utilities. Call 681-3430.
Male roommate wanted: clean, calm,
mature, non-smoker. In the country!
Private room, private bath, furnished.
Nice mobile home. $150/month, 1/2
utilities. Privately owned. 764-4786.
Male Roommate needed. Wildwood Villa.
$112/month + 1/2 utilities. Furnished
except for the room. Must be organized,
very nice place. Contact Keith at
764-5360. ASAP.
One female roommate needed. Private
room, share bathroom, washer/dryer,
$180/month + 1/2 utilities. Spring/Summer
Qtr. Call Mickie at 681-2225.
One or two Christian female roommates
needed to take over lease at Park Place.
Own bedroom and bath. Please call Shelly
or Lisa at 871-6993.
Responsible Christian Male looking for the
same to share two bedroom furnished
apartment in quiet neighborhood.
$150/month plus 1/2 utilities. Call anytime
at489-5238.
Roommate needed Spring Quarter.
Stadium Walk. Own room or share. Call
871-7693 for details.
Roommate wanted ASAP. 1/2 mile off
campus. Share room, rent flexible. Player's
Club. Call Amy at 489-5880.

22'Sports & Stuff

Best deal in the 'Boro- own bedroom, own
bath. Rent only $100 plus 1/3 utilities.
Call Michael and Jay. 489-5119.

09'Furniture & Appliances

17'Pets & Supplies

Female looking for roommates to share 4
bedroom house. Furnished and
unfurnished bedrooms available. Call
Nikki at 764-6442.

FOR SALE: Sofa, light green colonial
style, new upholstery, excellent condition$125. Also an exercise bike- $25.
Call 764-7421.

AKC Registered Labrador Retrievers,
paternal and maternal chamionship
bloodlines. Born 1/5/93. For more info call
Rachel at 681-1914.

King size waterbed for sale: bookcase
headboard, with mirrors, padded rails,
heater, semiwaveless mattress, only one
year old. 2 sets of sheets included. Call
681-3430.

Male and female iguanas. 2 1/2 feet long.
Large aquarium, large hot rock, lamp,
driftwood, and food dishes included.
Wonderful pets to own. 871-5330. $200.

Business Manager needed for The
George-Anher. Must be dependable and
honest. Freshmen or Sophomore preferred.
Come by The George-Anne office in the
Williams Ctr. Ask for Jeff White.

01 — Announcements
02 - Arts & Crafts
03 — Autos for Sale
04 — Auto Parts, Repair
05 — Business Opportunities *
06 - Child Care
07 - Education
08 — Freebies
09 — Furniture/Appliances
10 — Garage Sales
11 - Help Wanted
12 - Lost & Found
13- Miscellaneous for Sale
14 — Motorcycles
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Musical
Personal
Pets & Supplies
Photography
■ Rentals & Real Estate
■ Roommates
• Services
■ Sporting Goods
■ Stereo & Sound
• Swap & Trade
■ Television & Radio
■ Vans & Trucks
■ Wanted
Weekend Entertainment

Please place your George-Anne Valentine Personal today!
25 words or less FREE! Valentine Edition is on February 11,
1993. Mail to LB 8001 or drop it off at Wms. Ctr. Rm 111.
One Free Ad Per Person Please!

A Southern Tradition For Over Sixty Years

Name:

Women's Club Soccer Team needs players!
For info call 681-3898 or CRi at 681-5436.

LB#

^AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAiAA^

Party

Fartyg

SPRING BREAK

How about it in the Bahamas ,
or Florida Keys... Where the ►<
party never ends... Spend it H
on your own private yacht...
One week only
$385 per person including
food and much more!!

EASY SAILING
\YACHT CHART*m.S

23-Stereo & Sound

1-800-780-4001

BOOM! Two 12" kickers in box, $150. Two
8" bazookas (one piece design), $175. 300
watt Kenwood amp, $125. Call Eric at
489-5905 or leave message.

tzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz:

LAST CHANCE!

Complete competition system- Pioneer CD
player with remote, pioneer crossover,
Orion 225 HCCA 240 GX, Punch 12" in
tuned enclossure sac. $1,000. Call Chris at
681-9382.

\'VE GOT
CALL TODAY!
T DON'T MANT
TO BE5TI/CKW
^TACTC5&*oJ/

JVC CD Player-14 bit 4x sampling. Got a
new one for Christmas. What a deal- $60.
Call Todd at 681-9499.

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND, TX,
5 and 7 NIGHTS

Pioneer car in-dash CD player with
remote. Ultimate competition unit. Only 6
months old. Excellent condition. Sounds
great! Sacrificed $300. Installed $335.
Chris 681-9382.

DAYTONA BEACH, FL
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT, CO

27-Wanted

2, S AND 7 NIGHTS

J109
* 68
$ 81

n
mJ

*129

MUSTANG ISLAND, TX

SANdMAN issues #29-31 in mint
condition. Will pay reasonable to insane
prices for them. Call Mike at 681-9106
after 1pm.

5 AND 7 NIGHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND, SC ,J121
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

VAIL /BEAVER CREEK, CO J299

Need cash fast? Sell what every student
needs and will use with exciting results.
Inexpensive product details SASE to Alain
Jaszewski, 28 Brant Ave., Welland
Ontario Canada L3C6C8.

5 AND 7 NIGHTS

PRICES FOR STAYNOT PER NIGHT!
TOLL FREE INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

1-800-321-5911

28'Weekends & Travel

Female roommate needed at Plantation
Villas; $140/month plus utilities. Only 2
blocks from campus. Serious student
preferred. For more info call 681-7361 or
764-4405.

ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS!!!
PARTY LIKE GODS!!! Panama City $139,
Key West $269, Jamaica & Cancun from
$41.2649. Quality accomadations. Free
drink parties. Call Joe- Endless Summer
at 1-800-234-7007.

Female roommate needed for Spring and
/or Summer Quarter. Please call Holli for
more info 681-6703. Sussex Commons
Apts.

SPRING BREAK '93- Key West from $229,
Daytona -$129 & Panama City Beach
-$99. SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO
FREE!!! Call STS at 800-648-4849.

gS

Attention Rising Seniors!

^§

5§j The Student Government Association is K?
gfl] now accepting applications for two $10001^
-fli scholarships to be awarded to rising r*u
seniors.

11 «Help Wanted
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTfisheries. Earn $600+/week in canneries or
$4,000+/month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Over 8,000
openings. No experience necessary. Male
or Female. For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext A5394.

CLASSIFIED CATEGORIES
0
0
0
0
0

Bike rack for sale. Mounts into trailer
hitch. Very easy to attach. Call David at
489-5583 and make offer.

Wanted: A raquetball raquet in good
condition. Call Kim at 681-4347.

A person that likes to party needed to take
over Chandler Square lease for
Spring/Summer quarter. Call for more
info. 871-7341 Shane.

• GENERAL CLASSIFIED POLICY- The advertiser is responsible for proofreading ads upon publication. Any errors will be corrected upon written notice.
Ads should be in good taste, and are subject to standard editing procedures.
The editors reserve the right to refuse any classified ad.

Typing- Drop-off and pick-up on Campus.
See Peggy in Room 116 South Building, or
Call 681-5586 or 681-6520. Experienced
typist, quick service, very good rates.

Sublease one bedroom apartment for
Spring/Summer Quarters. Furnished.
Rent is $275/month, and August is rent
free. Location: Pinehaven Apartments.
Call Keela at 871-6361.

1 or 2 male roommates needed for Spring
and Summer Quarters. Chandler Square.
Own bedroom and bathroom. Call Jeff at
681-6893.

• COMMERCIAL LISTINGS - are available at $2.50 per 25 words with a
minimum charge of $5.00. Classified display advertising is available at $5.00
per column inch per edition, with a one inch minimum size required. Payment
should accompany ad, unless advertiser has established credit. Tear sheets
will be mailed upon written request A charge of $1.00 per tear sheet requested
is assessed to cover mailing and handling. Contact the Advertising Department: ADS, L.B. 8001, GSU, Statesboro, GA 30460 or call 912/681-5418 .

Do your walls have holes in them? Will
patch and repair most damages. Half the
price of your landlord or handyman. Call
Evan at 681-6116.

Sublease apartment- $350/month. 2
bedrooms, 1 bath, washer/dryer hookups.
Call 764-3332 for more info.

20*Roommates

• FREE CLASSIFIEDS-The George-Anne provides free classified listings to
students faculty and staff members of Georgia Southern University as a
campus-community service. Free classified ads MUST be written in 25 words
or less. Students, faculty and staff will be billed 100 a word for ads in excess of
25 words. The advertiser's name, Landrum Box, and the classified category
(listed below), MUST BE INCLUDED with your ad copy. All communication
regarding free classified ads must be in writing (absolutely NO free classified
ads will be accepted by phone... at this price we don't take dictation). Free
classified ads (except personals and dated submissions) will be inserted into
the newspaper in four consecutive issues. Ads must be resubmitted in writing
for additional insertions. Free ads should be non-commercial in nature. Free
classified listings should be mailed to The George-Anne, Landrum Box 8001,
GSU. Deadline is noon TUESDAY or noon FRIDAY prior to publication.

QGedree-Anne

Raquetball anyone? Tournament for
singles and doubles. Feb 5-7. Prizes and
awards. Call 489-6171.

Super deal! Private apartment for one'
person through June. Rent greatly
reduced in return for a few odd
jobs/errands for working couple (no kids).
Furnished apartment, heat, a/c,
$185/month, utilities included. No
smokers or pets. Or $285/month, no
obligations. $150 deposit. 681-0531
(campus), 764-8966(h), call for appt.

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

21'Services

Rental property available. Reasonable. For
information call 871-7089 or 764-5003.
Leave message.

Non-discrimination:
"...God does not show favoritism but
accepts men from every nation who fear
him and do what is right." Acts 10:34
(NIV).

Attention: The ROTC Department seeks
qualified freshmen and sophomores for 2
& 3 year scholarships. Minimum 850 SAT,
2.5 CGPA. Call 681-0037.

Female roommate needed Summer
Quarter/ $150 + 1/2 utilities. Fully
furnished. Call Sakinah at 871-7375.

Black Diamond Back Mountain Bike for
sale. Onza Bar-Ends, smoke rear tire,
XC-Pro crank, one year old, good
condition. $600 negotiable. Call Josh at
681-1601, leave message.

Desparately seeking someone!
Roommate(s) needed now- August! On
campus across from Frat Row. (1) own
room, $150/month, 1/3 utilities. (2) share
room, $112/month, 1/4 utilities. No
deposit. Non-smoker, M or F,
washer/dryer. Call Scott 681-2349 or leave

07*Education

Female roommate needed Spring and /or
Summer. Close to campus. $197.50/month
for own room plus 1/2 utilities. Call
Shannon or leave message 871-6811.

<at tAc fativvutity Stone

Continuing Education needs a male gym
instructor to teach boys gymnastics and
advanced tumbling through fulls. Call
Tony Pruitt at 681-5555.

i

I

Do you need extra money? Can you dance?
Bro. Hicks Productions is presently
looking for Hip Hop Dancers. For more
information call 871-5261.

»

GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat.
sorority, team. club. etc.
pitches in just one hour
and your group can raise
S1.000 in just a few days!

Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!
Mo cost. No obligation.

••
•«

1-800-932-0528, ext. 65

681-5181
B\

Applicant must have a 3.0 G.P.A.
Applicant must be projected to complete at ^
least 130 hours by the end of spring quarter.
Applicant must complete the application,
answer three essay questions, and have two
letters of recommendation by Monday,
February 15,1993 by 4:00 p.m.
Based upon academic performance and
G.S.U. co-curricular activities.

fm%mma%m®m.
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HOWARD

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE

stated.
"If you have technology in the
classroom, it effectively lowers
the student-teacher ratio because
the faster kids can move on the
computer as far as they want to,
leaving the teacher time to work
with the ones that are having
trouble,"he explained.
The Lt. Governor also expressed interest in faculty salaries, which he summarized as
"barely enough to meet household expenses."
He added, "I realize that our
sense of priorities are many times
judged by what we do in terms of
paying our teachers."
Following the Eggs and Issues luncheon, Howard spoke to
a group of criminal justice and
political science students. In this
session he responded to a question concerning appropriations
to state universities. The fact
was cited that GSU receives less
money than some of the other
state universities such as Georgia Tech., although enrollment
is higher.
"I think that this institution
is extremely important to this
region and also to the entire
state," Howard stated.
He also said that he wants to
work closesly with the public and
other elected officials in order to
improve the quality of life for all
Georgians.

SEMESTER
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

New faculty is already being
added to GSU's personnel in order to accommodate the growing
population. Adding faculty for a
conversion, however, cannot coincide because of the cost.
Whether or not the semester
system has any advantages is
subject to debate. Students would
only have to register twice, and
would attend each class only
three times a week. Also, the
administrative process that is
needed to support the quarter
system would be decreased as a
result of the voided preparation.
"Another factor is the opportunity for faculty to engage in
research," Armstrong stated.
It is probable, however, that
the overload of classes would
deny them any relief, he said.
Because of the importance of
the question, as well as the size
of the University System, the
issue will be reviewed by the
Board of Regents before any
action is taken.
The committee hopes to have
completed its task and have a
report filed by July 1, 1993.
"How long after that report
is filed before formal action, or a
response by the University System Chancellor may take place, I
don't know," Armstrong said. "It
would be premature to suggest
where it may come out at this
point."

LADY EAGLES
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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A Southern Tradition For Over Sixty Years

We've Got Your Roses!
1 Dozen ^
Roses *

READ OUTLAND
ONLY

IN

THE

Cash & Carry

GEORGE-ANNE

•I-

plus tax

Flower Delivery Available (not w/ Cash & Carry)

We Wire Flowers Anywhere
LIKED BY MANY, CUSSED BY SOME

^f0U&

READ BY THEM ALL...

373 Savannah Ave.

^florist

SAFARI

SOLOMON

FOR

764-9839
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plummeted to new lows, concluding with the end of the Age
ofDikta.
The Cowboys lost their defensive coordinator, Dave
Wannastead, to the Bears. Yes,
the defense played spectacular,
but now that they have lost
their leadership, they will start
to fall.
Fortunately, the Cowboys
have a young spirited offense
to help with the transition. If
Michael Irvin can move like he
did on Sunday, they should be
able to return to the show.
All around the Cowboys
played a perfect game of football, and they should pat
themselves on the back and
wear their rings in pride. They
are winners, and the Bills are
slowly joining the club that has
such greats as the Vikings and
the Broncos.
The Bills should not hold
their heads in shame. Look at
the Cardinals, Falcons,
Buccanears, Chargers, Lions,
Saints, Seahawks, Browns,
and Oilers. None of these
teams have ever been to a
Super Bowl.
Well it was a blow-out, and
was pretty anti-climatic, but it
was football. Dallas had a defense that would make Vince
and Pappa Bear Halas proud.
So, tune into ABC next year as
the Super Bowl will come to
the Georgia Dome. Seeing how
the NFL now has unrestricted
free-agency, next year's champion will probably be the All
Madden Team.

GOLF
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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Jews and women around this
country who have been denied
the right to join private clubs
simply because of their race,
religion or sex," said
Councilman Bill Campbell,
who led the fight against
Augusta National.
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Valentin
NEWARRIVALS
THIS WEEK!
LAY AWAY
NOW FOR SPRING!

5 EAGLE TANNING 5
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than their record shows as
they have lost to two teams:
Tennessee Tech by eight, and
also New Orleans by 12. That
will undoubtedly reach the
NCAA tournament.
The ladies next home game
will be at Hanner Fieldhouse
at 7:30 against the ladies of
The University of Georgia.
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surprise was revealed in the
story that followed.
"We worked really hard
with journalists to not reveal
any twists," said Gerry Rich,
senior vice president of marketing for Miramax Films. "If
you're aware of them, it really
compromises the enjoyment of
the film. You want to discover
it for yourself."
The curiosity factor created
by all this secrecy has helped
"The Crying Game" become the
little movie that could: Made
for a paltry $4.3 million (the
average Hollywood movie
today costs $24 million), the
movie is nevertheless packing
in audiences around the
country. It has grossed more
than $10 million to date at
only 192 theaters nationwide;
by comparison, "Body of
Evidence," the much-hyped
new film starring Madonna,
has made only about $12 million at 2,050 theaters since
opening nationwide the same
day as "The Crying Game."
The curious are turning out
in droves. But reaction to the
movie itself has been mixed.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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764-4206
423 FAIR RD
Across from recreation fields

THE NEW MEN'S FRAGRANCE BY RALPH LAUREN
PREMIER
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LIVING WITHOUT BOUNDARIES.

THE SAFARI FOR MEN

Safari for Men, a distinctive scent for the

FRAGRANCE COLLECTION :

man who respects the classics, yet embraces

Eau De Toilette Spray 2.5 oz

what is new, modern and unexpected.

Eau De Toilette 4.2 oz

45.00

The achievement of his individual best

Eau De Toilette Spray 4.2 oz

48.50

After Shave Splash 4.2 oz

37.50

Safari for Men. Sparkling citrus notes blend

After Shave Relief Balm 4.2 oz

35.00

with a sophisticated mix of rich Caribbean

The Complete Safari for Men grooming

spices and warm woody notes. The result,

collection

a subtle yet sensuous blend..

The Pewter Accessory collection

37.50

.12.50-35.00
\

40.00-85.00

Shop Man.-Sat. 10:00 tun. In 9:00 p.m.
Sunday' - 1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Telephone - 7M-757S

Statesboro Mall
..
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